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bracelet
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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS:
1.  Cut 1 yard of beading thread. String a pink pearl to the center. String 1 

pearl onto each end of the thread.
2.  String a 4th pearl onto only the left thread, take the right thread also 

through this pearl, headed in the opposite direction as the left thread.
 Continue stringing a shared bead & single beads on each strand  & string 
7" of pearls.  End with both string ends coming out of opposite ends of the 
last pearl.

3.  To create the loop for the clasp, string 3 seed beads onto each end of 
string, then string 3 more onto only the right string.

4.  On the left string, string 1½" of seed beads.  Put the left string through the 
3 beads last strung on the right string in the last step to create a loop.

5.  Go back up through the three seed beads on each side until reaching the 
last pink pearl.

6.  Add  beads on top of the pink pearl base by stringing through the last 
pearl in opposite directions, then a single seed bead & oval crystal on each 
string. String both ends through a single seed bead.  

7.  Reverse the pattern by adding a single oval bead & seed bead onto each 
string & criss-crossing through the adjacent pearl. Follow this pattern to 
sew these beads in an “X” pattern on top of the pearls.

8.  Reaching the end, create the ball portion of the beaded clasp by 
repeatedly stringing through a pearl & adding seed beads to create a 
beaded ball.

9. Tie off & trim the ends.

•	 Pink 8mm glass pearls
•	 Metallic bronze 10/0 seed beads
•	 Oval champagne crystals

•	 Beading thread
•	 Scissors
•	 Ruler/yardstick

Skill Level 3: Experience necessary Crafting Time: 3 - 5 hours


